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Is the Gaza-Israel Fighting “a False Flag”? They Let It Happen? Their Objective Is “to Wipe
Gaza Off the Map”?

By Philip Giraldi and Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 25, 2024

“A tissue of lies” has served to justify the killing in the Gaza Strip of more than 34,000
civilians,  of  which 70% are women and children coupled with total  destruction and an
endless  string of atrocities. The cat is out of the bag. Netanyahu has tacitly acknowledged
that  it  was  “a  false  flag”  which  was  intent  upon  justifying  a  carefully  planned  genocidal
attack  against  Palestine.

Pfizer ‘Chose Not to’ Tell Regulators About SV40 Sequence in COVID Shots: Health Canada
Official

By Noé Chartier and Matthew Horwood, April 25, 2024

A senior Health Canada official  says pharma giant Pfizer made a conscious decision not to
advise regulators that its mRNA COVID-19 vaccine contained a DNA sequence from the
Simian Virus 40 (SV40).

Is It Game, Set, Match to Moscow? The Imminent Collapse of the Ukrainian State. Douglas
Macgregor

By Douglas Macgregor, April 25, 2024

When Moscow sent Russian forces into eastern Ukraine in February 2022, it did so without
any plan of conquest or intention to permanently control Ukrainian territory. As Western
military observers pointed out at the time, the Russian force that intervened was far too
small and incapable for any mission beyond limited intervention for a brief period.
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“This Is Your Problem Now”: US Leaving Ukraine to Its European Allies “to Do the Dirty
Work”

By Ahmed Adel, April 25, 2024

Washington is pragmatic and will  abandon Europe with the Ukrainian conflict they caused,
said  Éric  Denécé,  director  of  the  French  Centre  for  Intelligence  Studies.  Likewise,  he
stressed that Russia had no choice but to launch its special  military operation against
Ukraine.

Health  Benefits  of  Caffeine,  Retained  Spike  Protein  Causing  Long-COVID,  Pandemic
Preparedness  for  Avian  Influenza

By Dr. Peter McCullough, April 25, 2024

Dr. Loudon asked Dr.  McCullough about the cause of  long-COVID syndrome. Here it  is
important to understand that the Spike protein gets into the body with the infection and to a
much greater degree is produced by mRNA within the body in the vaccinated. Sadly most
vaccinated persons has both forms of Spike protein.

Massive Propaganda Has Brainwashed You to Believe that Wars Make Peace

By Peter Koenig, April 25, 2024

War for Peace has never worked in the history of mankind. Those who say War is Peace,
know it is a lie. Those who say it, also never go to war. They plan wars – they force young
people  to  the  front  and  fight  their  wars  for  naught.  Sorry.  Not  for  naught,  for  profit  and
power  for  those  who  are  planning  these  wars  for  Peace.

David Sacks and Elon Musk Slam New US Aid: “Ukraine will collapse anyway”

By Ahmed Adel, April 24, 2024

American businessman David Sacks predicted the collapse of Ukraine despite a new $61
billion aid package approved by the US House of Representatives since Kiev will need an
even larger annual cash injection “to stave off total defeat.”
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